PISTOL CALIBER CARABINE (PCC) Division
1
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Minimum firearm size
Allowed firearm calibers

NO
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Minimum power factor
Maximum bullet energy and maximum bullet speed
Minimum bullet weight
Maximum magazine capacity
Firearm must be fitted with stock, enabling it to be fired from
the shoulder.
Optical/electronic sights
Compensators, ports, sound and/or flash suppressors
Vertical front grip

125
1600 J / 1700 fps
115 grains
NO

8
9
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9x19, 9x21, .357 .40 S&W, 10mm,
.45 ACP

YES
YES
YES
YES

Special conditions:
11. PCC Division is a Regional IPSC Rifle Division, which can be part of handgun IPSC match,
organized in Czechia.
12. If not stated otherwise (as stated in points 13, 14, 15), IPSC HANDGUN COMPETITION RULES
are used for PCC Division. All references to “handgun” in the current edition of the rule book
are deemed to apply to PCC as well, , with exception of sections, in which specific terms and
commands for handgun are used (for example: foremost distance for gun, holster and allied
equipment behind the hip bone etc...).
13. Specific sections of rules used from IPSC RIFLE COMPETITION RULES for PCC Division, instead
of IPSC HANDGUN COMPETITION RULES :
-

-

SECTION 8 – The course of fire (Rifle ready conditions, Competitor ready conditions,
Range communication, Loading, reloading, unloading...., Assistance... , Sight
pictures, dry firing and course inspection)
SECTION 5.2 (Carry and Storage and Competitor Equipment)

14. All references to “strong hand” or "weak hand" in the current edition of the rule book and in
written stage briefings apply to PCC as follows: Strong/Weak Hand will require the PCC to be
shouldered on the weak hand side, trigger pulled with the weak hand. Both hands may be on
the gun.
15. Course of fire, that requires the competitor to maintain the specific position with both hands at
the starting position (such as: both hands on the marks ...), or hold the object with both hands
at the starting position, is for PCC automatically transcribed as COF, that requires the competitor
to maintain the specific position or hold the object with weak hand only, without the need to
alter the written stage briefing.
16. Weapon ready conditions is for PCC automatically transcribed, without the need to alter the
written stage briefing, as follows:
-

Loaded is automatically transcribed as OPTION 1
Chamber empty, magazine inserted is automatically transcribed as OPTION 2
Unloaded is automatically transcribed as OPTION 3

17. Rifle conversion kits (such as RONI, KPOS), if compliant with point 7, are expressly permitted
18. Rule 6.2.4 is extended to: Subject to the prior approval of the Match Director, a competitor may
enter a match in more than one Division. However, the competitor may compete for score in
only one handgun Division, and that must be the first attempt in all cases. Any subsequent
attempts in another Division, except the PCC, will not be entered into match results nor count
for match recognition and awards.
19. In case of incompatibility of PCC Division with IPSC HANDGUN COMPETITION RULES, the
decision about ruling, is explicitly within the competence of the Range Master. Range Master is
obligated to report and send a brief description of such a case, within 14 days, to CNROI
president via email.
This National Division, unless extended, will expire on 31 December 2020

